
Brand Model LY007
Brand Name YT
Material Beech wood (Custom)
Hanger Logo Laser or printing (Custom)
Hanger Color Red (Custom)
Hanger Size 38CM*4.5CM(Custom)
Metal Part of Hanger Metal Round Hook
Hanger Level Top
Payment T/T,30% advance,70% before shippment
Usuage Coat
Lead Time 20-30 Days
Shipping Service sea and air shipping can be offered

 



 

Shenzhen Yuntong Garment Accessory Co.,Ltd,also called Shenzhen Yuntong Hanger



Facotry,which was founded in year 2007,is a well known hanger manufacturer in China
mainland for 5 years , but we have been in this filed for more than 10 years as its
predecessor is Yuantong hanger trading company.
Specialized in garment display hanger,our customers are mainly some fashion garment
brands from China and all over the world.

 

 

·  Lasering in the wooden hangers  

·  printing on the plastic hangers  

·  Sticking on the wooden hangers or plastic hangers   

·  Or any other crafts you would

https://www.chinahangersupplier.com/products/Men-wood-hanger.htm
https://www.chinahangersupplier.com/products/Lady-Wood-Hanger.htm
https://www.chinahangersupplier.com/products/Plastic-Clothes-Hanger.htm


 

 

 

· We use the top quality K=K carton box,it can meet the long time shipment.We also
use PVC bag coated the velvet and wood hanger, the clear polybag coated the rubber
hanger to protect the hanger.



 

BY SEA / BY AIR / BY EXPRESS

We accept Ex-works, FOB, CFR, CIF trade terms.

 

* We are only one and half hours away from Hong Kong

* We offer FOB Guangzhou and FOB Shenzhen to our customers

* We can also offer CIF to those in need.

* We can also help in container consolidation

 * DHL, UPS, Fedex, TNT: 3-6 working days

 * EMS: 5-8 working days

 * China Post Air Mail:

  10-20 working days to West Europe, North America and Asia



  15-25 working days to East Europe, South America and Middle East

 



Q: What is the main business of your company?

A: Our company is positioned in the market of top grade hangers. We specialize in wooden
clothes/pant hangers

 

Q: How many workers do you have?

A: We have about 150 workers, including 2 sample-making workers, 3 LOGO-printing workers

and 5 QC.

 

Q: Is it possible to make the special hanger style upon my request, such as size, material,fittings and
color?

A: Customization is available, you can show us the design plan, and it is better to ship us your
sample.

 

Q: Do you make private label?

A: Yes, we provide this service.

 

Q: Do you offer free sample?

A: Of course, if the sample is common style, we provide free sample without shipment.

If the sample you want is uncommon style, you have to pay for making samples.

Samples charge will refund after placed order

 

Q: If the products are broken during the transportation, how can I do?

A: You can show us the broken products by photos. If the reason is our manufacturing mistakes,

 we will resend you products with the same quantity of the broken one.

 

Q: If I decide to deliver goods by air express, which express do you accept?

A: We accept FedEx IE, FedEx IP, DHL, UPS, EMS, TNT, etc. We can calculate the

shipping cost with different express so that you can choose the most economic one.

 



Q: Are you offer shipping service?

A: Yes, of course. We offer shipping service.

 

 

HONGKONG Fashion Week; Canton Fair In Guangzhou

Magic Show in Las Vegas

Apparelsourcing & Textworld in Paris, booth number :2k025

Global Shop in Las Vegas, booth number :2483

CHINA CLOTHING & TEXTILE EXPO



Welcome to our factory!!!

 

Please feel free to Contact us

 


